
Buyer's guide to fake P1912 cavalry sabres by Paul Digard  

Dear Reader,  

The text is adapted from an Ebay listing of a fake where I tried to point out 
how to tell fake from real - I think people found this useful juding by the emails 
and numbers of people who viewed the auction. I'm posting it here to try and 
make the info available for longer than a 10 day auction. Of course these 
swords are still appearing on Ebay listed as genuine items.  

Comments would be welcome if you think I've missed things or got some 
points wrong. For instance, I commented on the depth of the bowl decoration 
but then almost immediately saw a genuine looking sword with a similarly 
deeply defined honeysuckle pattern.  

Paul  

 
The sword in question is the top one only in the fan - the rest are shown to 
help illustrate the differences between a real George Fifth era British P1912 
cavalry sabre and what’s actually quite a good copy. The overall proportions 
of the repro are quite a close match to the real thing. it’s a little lighter than the 
real ones (0.99 kg compared to 1.19, 1.06 and 1.20 kg for the others in the 
photo. I think the missing weight is from the blade - the repro is easier to bend 
than the real ones. It springs back to straight happily enough though so it has 
a reasonable temper and is by no means a piece of rubbish. The point of 
balance is 13cm from the guard while the genuine swords are 7.5, 9 and 12.5 
cm so it’s probably a little point heavy but not far from the range. The blade is 
very slightly curved but then so are some of the real ones. The fuller is about 
right, but the taper of the blade over the last foot or so is inadequate - too 
abrupt at the point, probably explaining the slightly heavier balance. If you 
want a real P1912 and want to know how to avoid making the mistake I did, 
read on and look at the photos. The giveaway (if a seller’s photos are clear...) 
is the grip. The shape is wrong as my photos illustrate, and most diagnostic of 
all, invariably coverered in brown leather rather than fishskin. Some have the 
leather patterned to look like snakeskin, but I’ve yet to see even fake fishskin 
on one. The bowl guard is pretty close to the real thing in shape as the 
genuine ones show quite a bit of variation. My fan of swords go top to bottom, 
repro (probably India), Birmingham, Sheffield and ? The honeysuckle pattern 
on the outside of the bowl is spot on in style, but perhaps more deeply incised 
than it should be - it’s certainly more accentuated than on any real P1912 I’ve 
owned. The pommel cap is about right except that it’s held on with a button, 
rather than being peened flat. The blade has all the right sorts of etched 
decoration (sunburst, crown, GR V cypher etc) but just not done very well. It 
may look OK in the photos but up close, it’s rough at the edges. Quality wise, 
my example just about overlaps with the bottom end of real swords (some 
from the 20th century can be pretty crappy) but others of the repros are worse 
still. The proof disc looks alright (and this is what fooled me into buying this 
one). It’s a copy of the old Wilkinson “best” quality mark with a hexagonal hole 
and even “HW” on the brass plug. However, the sword lacks a serial number 



or the Wilkinson address on the other side of the forte. I understand that some 
of these repros are marked to Manton, like the fairly common fake P1831 
mameluke sabres. Mine lacks a scabbard, but they usually come with a plated 
steel P1908 style scabbard. These are very good copies of the originals and I 
can’t tell the difference except for the lack of army markings. I’ve heard that 
there are fake leather field service scabbards out with these P1912s but I’ve 
not seen one myself. So there you go. A nice enough repro if sold as such, a 
horrible fake if sold as the genuine thing. 

 



 




